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Renault continues EV momentum with two new electric light
commercial vehicles

Renault Pro+ announces world premier of two new commercial electric vehicles: New Kangoo Z.E.* and Master Z.E.* to add
to its electric LCV family.
New Kangoo Z.E. gains a new battery and a new engine with a range increase of over 50%: 270 km NEDC**  creating new
category leader.
Master Z.E. brings the expertise of Renault, European leader in electric vehicles, to the large van segment.
New connected services enable professional customers to do better business by connecting van to their activity.

Brussels Motorshow, Belgium – Renault Pro+ today announces two world premier additions to its Renault Pro+ range of electric vehicles.
With four electric light commercial vehicles (LCV), this range is unique in the world. Moreover the company expands its range of connected
services for commercial customers as well as its specialist network.
“Renault Pro+ is market leader in electric LCV sales in Europe. With New Kangoo Z.E. and Master Z.E., Renault Pro+ is continuing to
expand its tailor made offering dedicated to professional customers, while developing connected services for business users. We are
confident that our professional customers will experience our Zero Emission* connected vans which will significantly contribute to better
business as well as driving experience.”
Ashwani Gupta  Global Head of Light Commercial Vehicle Business
“Today’s announcement marks another advancement in Renault’s EV leadership, with two new additions to our lineup that expand access
to the benefits of electric mobility, to more people. Renault is focused on a Zero Emission* future, and we look forward to bringing next
generation EV solutions to our professional customers.”
Gilles Normand – Global Head of Electric Vehicle Business

A unique range of four electric light commercial vehicles
Renault Pro+ now includes four electrics LCVs: Twizy Cargo (a quadricycle with a boot launched in 2014), New Commercial ZOE (based
on New ZOE with a range of 400 km NEDC launched in September 2016), New Kangoo Z.E. and Master Z.E.
New Kangoo Z.E.  New Kangoo Z.E. features major innovations: a new battery, new engine, new charger, new innovative connected
services, and a heat pump in the air conditioning system.
New Kangoo Z.E. is equipped with a new “Z.E.33” battery (33kWh) and also gains a new engine, 100% Renault, developing 60 hp and
based on the ZOE R75/90 engine. It is built in France at the Renault Cléon plant.
New Kangoo Z.E. now proposes a range of 270 km NEDC compared with 170 km for Kangoo Z.E. In real use, on a delivery cycle3***, the
vehicle would have a range of around 200 km with a single load. New Kangoo Z.E. has a greater available range than any other electric
LCV.
New Kangoo Z.E. cuts charging time thanks to a newgeneration 7 kW AC charger. A full charge takes around six hours from a 7 kW
WallBox. With this more powerful charger, New Kangoo Z.E. recovers a range of 35 km in just one hour of charging (in a temperate
climate).

New Kangoo Z.E. cuts charging time thanks to a newgeneration 7 kW AC charger. A full charge takes around six hours from a 7 kW
WallBox. With this more powerful charger, New Kangoo Z.E. recovers a range of 35 km in just one hour of charging (in a temperate
climate).
New Kangoo Z.E. features a real innovation in the world of electric LCVs: a heat pump linked to the air conditioning, maintaining range in
cold weather.
New Kangoo Z.E. is built in France and will go on sale in Europe from mid2017.

Master Z.E.: Renault’s expertise in electric vehicles soon available in a large van
Master Z.E. gains the Z.E. expertise of Renault, European leader in electric vehicles, while maintaining all the qualities that have made
Master a benchmark in the heavy van sector.
This electric version of Master is aimed primarily at fleets running lastmile distribution services in the city, as well as large municipalities
and local government. This heavy van’s load characteristics, range and charge time are tailored to the needs of business customers in
and around cities.
Master Z.E. is equipped with the “Z.E. 33” battery (33 kWh) and fitted with the R75, an engine of advanced energy efficiency,with output of
57 kW/76 hp, inherited from ZOE. Master Z.E. has a range of 200 km NEDC.
Master Z.E. takes less than one night to charge: a full charge takes six hours with the 7 kW WallBox.
Master Z.E. will arrive in the European market at the end of 2017.

Connected services for all Renault LCV customers
Like its consumer electric vehicles, LCV customers can also take advantage of new connected services like Z.E. Trip and Z.E. Pass on
New Kangoo Z.E. These services enable an easy charging on one of Europe’s 80,000 public EV charging points. In 2017, Renault Pro+
will also be rolling out a number of other connected services dedicated to business users, starting with two prioritary service families,
“Fleet Management” and “Predictive Maintenance”.
“Fleet Management” is a telematic service which gives access for fleet managers to:

valuable vehicle data for effective and efficient business management.
better total cost of ownership (TCO), cutting fleet running costs (lower consumption, manage and plan
servicing).
“Predictive Maintenance” involves issuing realtime information on the vehicle’s condition. Based on the predictive data analysis system, it
helps to:

Plan ahead for maintenance and thus optimize servicing costs.
Maximize vehicle availability to increase productivity.
Ensure driver safety.

About Renault Pro+
Building on its position in Europe and a strong base in Latin America and Africa, Renault Pro+ is pursuing its global ambitions with an
even wider range of vehicles tailored to the many and varied needs of business customers. Renault Pro+ is continuing to expand its offer
through a range of services dedicated to LCV users, delivered primarily through a global network of 650 specialist centres, meeting the
highest standards.

(*) Zero Emissions in use: no emissions of CO2 or regulated air pollutants during driving, in compliance with the NEDC homologation
cycle, excluding wear parts
(**) NEDC: New European Driving Cycle, the European standard measuring emissions and fuel consumption.
(***) Delivery cycle: a real cycle based on a business user making deliveries over a distance of 107 km around a city and on motorways
over a period of 2 hrs and 25 minutes.
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